FRONT PANEL: Glass with illuminated teal/gold nomenclature. TREBLE. RECORD SWITCH (with indicator lights): CD 1, CD 2, TUNER, TAPE 1, TAPE 2, PH/AUX, SAT, TV, LV, VCR 1, VCR 2, V-AUX. Indicator lights for DOLBY PRO-LOGIC and HOME THX audio. Digital % VOLUME readout. LISTEN switch: CD 1, CD 2, TUNER, TAPE 1, TAPE 2, PH/AUX, SAT, TV, LV, VCR 1, VCR 2, V AUX. VOLUME. 7 BASS. MODE SWITCH: MONO, STEREO, HALL, CINEMA 1, CINEMA 2. IR SENSOR. DELAY switch (ms): 12, 16, 20, 24, 28. Concentric BALANCE: L to R / LOUDNESS: FLAT to MAX. 7 Touch buttons (with indicator lights): SYS CAL, SURROUND LEVEL: Ç or Â, SURROUND PROCESSOR. (behind door) CAMCORDER jacks: S-VIDEO, VIDEO, L and R. HEADPHONES jack. Touch buttons (with indicator lights): ACCESS, RECORD LOCK, MUTE. POWER.

BACK PANEL (EARLY): AUDIO OUTPUTS: AREA A: L & R SURROUND, CENTER / SUBWOOFER, L & R FRONT, VCR 2, VCR 1, TAPE 2, TAPE 1. RECORD PROCESSOR: FROM and TO. AUDIO INPUTS: V-AUX, VCR 2, VCR 1, LV, TV, SAT, TAPE 2, TAPE 1, TUNER, CD2, CD1, AUX, PH. Ground binding post. 7 6 CHANNEL PROCESSOR INPUT: L/R SURROUND, CENTER/SUBWOOFER, L/R FRONT. 75 Ω TV coax output. 75 Ω FM antenna coax input. CHANNEL switch: 4 or 3. TV AUDIO volume control. TV INPUT switch: B or A. VIDEO OUTPUTS (composite and S-video): MON B, MON A, VCR 2, VCR 1. VIDEO INPUTS (composite and S-video): V-AUX, VCR 2, VCR 1, LV, TV, SAT. 7 POWER CONTROL jack. R & L AREA B OUTPUT. DATA PORTS: V-AUX, VCR 2, VCR 1, LV, TV, SAT, TAPE 2, TAPE 1, TUNER, CD 2, CD 1, AUX, HOME, SUM. 25 pin TO MULTI-ROOM CONTROLLER connector. 7 Power cord. AC outlets: 1 SWITCHED, 1 AREA B POWER AMP, 1 AREA A POWER AMP. SURROUND CALIBRATE switch: AUTO or MANUAL. CENTER SPEAKER switch: NONE, SMALL and LARGE THX. CENTER FILL switch: OFF or ON. SUBWOOFER switch: OFF or ON. HIGH PASS FILTERS switch: OFF or ON. 25 pin 6 CHANNEL OUTPUT connector. Coax EXTERNAL SENSORS: AREA B and AREA A. 15 pin TUNER CONTROL connector. DIN CD 2 CONTROL connector. DIN CD 1 CONTROL connector.
BACK PANEL (LATE): AUDIO OUTPUTS: AREA A: L & R SURROUND, CENTER / SUBWOOFER, L & R FRONT, VCR 2, VCR 1, TAPE 2, TAPE 1. RECORD PROCESSOR: FROM and TO. AUDIO INPUTS: V-AUX, VCR 2, VCR 1, LV, TV, SAT, TAPE 2, TAPE 1, TUNER, CD2, CD1, AUX, PH. GROUND binding post. 7 L & R BALANCED OUTPUTS. 75 Ω TV coax output. 75 Ω FM antenna coax input. CHANNEL switch: 4 or 3. TV AUDIO volume control. TV INPUT switch: B or A. VIDEO OUTPUTS (composite and S-video): V-AUX, VCR 2, VCR 1, LV, TV, SAT. 7 POWER CONTROL jack. R & L AREA B OUTPUT. DATA PORTS: V-AUX, VCR 2, VCR 1, LV, TV, SAT, TAPE 2, TAPE 1, TUNER, CD 2, CD 1, AUX, HOME, SUM. 25 pin TO MULTI-ROOM CONTROLLER connector. 7 Power cord. AC outlets: 1 SWITCHED, 1 AREA B POWER AMP, 1 AREA A POWER AMP. SURROUND CALIBRATE switch: AUTO or MANUAL. CENTER SPEAKER switch: NONE, SMALL and LARGE THX. CENTER FILL switch: OFF or ON. SUBWOOFER switch: OFF or ON. HIGH PASS FILTERS switch: OFF or ON. 25 pin 6 CHANNEL OUTPUT connector. Coax EXTERNAL SENSORS: AREA B and AREA A. 15 pin TUNER CONTROL connector. DIN CD 2 CONTROL connector. DIN CD 1 CONTROL connector.

SPECIFICATIONS: Response: stereo, mono and hall mode left, center and right front channels 20-20kHz (+0 -0.5dB). Hall mode left and right surround: 100-7kHz (+0 -3dB). Dolby pro-logic mode: left, center and right front channels 30-16kHz, left and right surround channels 100-6.3kHz (+1 -1dB). Dolby pro-logic and THX modes combined: left, center and right front channels 30-1kHz (+1 -1dB), left and right surround channels 100-6.3kHz (+1 -1dB). Subwoofer: 10-80Hz with 24dB rolloff. With rear panel high pass switch on, left, center and right front channels include high pass filter at 12dB rolloff. Distortion: left, center & right 0.005%, hall mode left and right surround channels 0.01%, Dolby pro-logic and THX modes: left, center and right front channels 0.01%, left and right surround channels 0.1%. Noise and hum: -100dB aux, -90dB phono, Dolby pro-logic and THX modes -70dB. Output Rated: 2.5V. Maximum Output: 6V. Output Impedance: 600 ohms. Input Sensitivity and Impedance: high level 0.5V (5V max, 2.1V max hall, Dolby pro-logic and THX) at 22k, phono 5.0mV (60mV max) at 47k and 65pF. Tone Controls: boost or cut 12dB. Voltage Gain: 14dB high level, 54dB phono. Power Requirements: 120V at 35 Watts. Has hand remote HR034.

CABINET: L 74 Also fits L 84

Size: 7-1/8"H, 17-1/2"W and 17-1/2"D behind panel. Weight: 30 lb. $4,000.00